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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Citrix Engineer needs generate and present a NetScaler
PCI-DSS report to management. The report should include a
PCI-DSS summary of the required security measures for PCI-DSS
compliance.
Where can the engineer generate the report from?
A. Reporting&gt; System
B. Dashboard&gt;System Overview
C. Configuration&gt;System&gt;Reports
D. Documentation &gt; Nitro API
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The log volume is full and the SAP HANA database does not
accept any new requests.

How can you solve this problem and bring the SAP HANA database
online?
A. Run "Delete older backups" in the Backup Catalog.
B. Delete older log files from the log volume before the last
successful database backup.
C. Set the log_mode parameter to overwrite in global.ini.
D. Move the log files to another volume and create a symbolic
link to the new folder.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What should an administrator do before performing a software
update of Symantec Messaging Gateway 10.5?
A. Store backup on local server
B. Purge all backups from the appliance
C. Encrypt local backup
D. Store backup on a remote location using FTP
Answer: C
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